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Mad Max: Fury Road Haunted by his turbulent past, Mad Max believes the best
way to survive is to wander alone. Nevertheless, he becomes swept up with a
group fleeing across the Wasteland in a War Rig driven by an elite Imperator,
Furiosa. They are escaping a Citadel tyrannized by the Immortan Joe, from
whom something irreplaceable has been taken. Enraged, the Warlord marshals
all his gangs and pursues the rebels ruthlessly in the high-octane Road War that
follows. Warner
Justice League Attack of the Legion of Doom Crime is on the run as the newly
formed Justice League keeps Metropolis safe... and this makes evil genius Lex
Luthor very unhappy. Together with Black Manta, Sinestro and a gang of
ruthless recruits, Lex builds his own league and declares them the Legion of
Doom. With this super powered team of terror and a plan to attack the
top-secret government site, Area 52, can Lex finally be on the verge of victory?
Sound the alarm and get ready for the bricks to fly when Superman, Batman,
Wonder Woman and the rest of the Justice League face off against the world's
greatest Super-Villains! Warner
The D Train Jared Paul and Andrew Mogel's comedy THE D TRAIN stars Jack
Black as Dan, a man in charge of organizing his high-school reunion. In the
hopes of getting people to turn out, Dan becomes obsessed with getting Oliver
Lawless (James Marsden), a classmate who is the star of a national advertising
campaign, to come to the bash. Dan hunts down Oliver in L.A. and uses
whatever means he can think of to manipulate Oliver into coming to the event.
However, Dan's drive for Oliver's approval causes trouble in his relationships
with his family and friends. Paramount
I am Dale Earnhardt Following his tragic death on the final lap of the 2001
Daytona 500, Dale Earnhardt was immortalized as the greatest star NASCAR has
ever known. I Am Dale Earnhardt digs deep beyond the legend to reveal the
complex figure at the core of this icon known as "The Intimidator." He was a
hero to millions, but a villain to others; a working man's hero, but also a darling
of Madison Ave.; a husband, father and friend, but also a solitary man who few
really knew. Paramount
Skin Trade With nothing but vengeance to live for, detective Nick Cassidy
(Dolph Lundgren) ransacks his way through the Bangkok underworld in pursuit
of Viktor Dragovic (Ron Perlman), the human trafficker who attempted to kill his
family. As the crossfire grows more deadly, FBI Agent Eddie Reed (Michael Jai
White) is sent to bring Nick home, while Thai detective Tony Vitayakui (Tony Jaa)
questions the motives and methods that have brought Nick across the globe.
Through dire circumstances, detectives Cassidy and Vitayakui must come
together to destroy Dragovic's human trafficking network. Magnolia
NCIS New Orleans - Season One In a city that keeps surviving disaster, one elite
team is dedicated to making our shores a little safer. Dwayne Cassius "King"
Pride (Scott Bakula) knows every corner of the Crescent City from his days as a
deputy. Now, his mission has higher stakes as he leads an elite crew that tackles
crimes that threaten national security. The Big Easy is in good hands with a
supremely professional team with a passion for justice. Pride's trusted
right-hand man Christopher LaSalle (Lucas Black) loves this city like few others.
Newcomer Meredith Brody (Zoe McLelllan) unleashes her unique skills in
interrogation to corner the crooks. Eccentric forensic scientist Sebastian Lund
(Rod Kerkovich) tackles the evidence with high-tech tactics while Medical
Examiner Loretta Wade (CCH Pounder) employs her wisdom and experience to
reveal the secrets of the dead. Together, they can counter any threat, from
escaped prisoners, to bio-threats, to unrepentant killers. Don't miss the 23
exciting episodes of the very first season of NCIS: New Orleans collected in this
6-disc DVD set. Paramount/CBS
NCIS Los Angeles - Season 6 Season 6 of NCIS: Los Angeles blows suspense out
of the water in 24 adrenaline-charged, thrill-seeking episodes. Agents "G" Callen
(Chris O'Donnell) and Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead their team of high-caliber
operatives, including Special Agent Kensi Blye (Daniela Ruah), LAPD liaison
Marty Deeks (Eric Christian Olsen), tech wizard Eric Beale (Barrett Foa), and
intelligence analyst Nell Jones (Renee Felice Smith). This season, the team
mobilizes to protect beloved Operations Manager Hetty Lange (Oscar winner
Linda Hunt) from a lethal Cold War enemy, even as they're being investigated by
the Department of Justice. NCIS Assistant Director Owen Granger (Miguel
Ferrer) struggles to keep the unit in check, as they push every boundary and
cross every line to defend their country, complete their missions and safeguard
their own. Paramount/CBS
Z Storm This is a story about the biggest financial fraud attempted in Hong
Kong, directed at the Government of Hong Kong and involved all 7 million
Hong Kong citizens... no one is free from the scheme. Within the four decades of
guarding Hong Kong's financial integrity, the ICAC has never come across an
opponent so huge and so well organized as in the Z Torrent file... shadowy
figures from the underworld of South America, Italy and Europe all ready to plot
against the estimated 150 million dollars of Hong Kong citizens' tax money
which was pooled in a fund called the Welfare Fund. Stars Louis Koo, Ka Tung
Lam, Dada Chan. Well Go
7 Minutes After becoming indebted to a psychopathic drug lord, three
desperate young men are forced to commit a brazen robbery. What begins as a
simple plan - 'in and out in seven minutes' - quickly escalates into a dangerous
game of life-or-death. As each minute of the heist ticks by, true motives are
revealed and unexpected twists ratchet up the stakes to a thrilling crescendo.
Anchor Bay/Starz
Boulevard This complex, life-affirming, and surprising film stars Robin Williams
in his remarkable final performance. Boulevard follows a married but closeted
60 year-old bank employee (Williams) whose life changes in unexpected ways
after recklessly picking up a young male hustler. Anchor Bay/Starz
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The Vampire Diaries Season 6 After spending an entire summer heartsick,
grieving the loss of both her boyfriend and her best friend to the Other Side,
Elena returns to Whitmore College for her sophomore year determined to move
on. But Damon refuses to give up and makes his way back to Elena's side, only to
realize he'll have to make her fall in love with him all over again. With Bonnie
trapped in the prison world, Stefan on the outs with Caroline and Mystic Falls
under an anti-magic spell, convincing Elena to start over will be no easy feat. Fall
under the spell of Season 6 with all 22 seductive, supernatural episodes filled
with heartbreaking loss, joyful reunions and powerful magic. Warner
The Originals Season 2 As Season Two opens, werewolves rule New Orleans'
French Quarter for the first time in centuries, leaving the vampire-werewolf
hybrid Klaus Mikaelson (Joseph Morgan) plotting his revenge and vowing to
take down anyone who poses a threat to baby Hope. As long-buried family
secrets are revealed and the Mikaelson matriarch returns to make her demands
known, it's clear that a treacherous, bloody battle is in store. Join devious
mastermind Klaus, noble-but-tormented Elijah (Daniel Gillies) and fierce
mother-wolf Hayley (Phoebe Tonkin) - now a hybrid herself -- as they seek
unusual truces, build vast armies and attempt retribution to reclaim power over
the Quarter - and make it safe for a beautiful baby girl. With new alliances and
thousand-year-old feuds, you'll be captivated by all 22 ruthless and spellbinding
episodes. Warner
Good Kill From the producers of The Hurt Locker comes a riveting thriller about
21st-century warfare, where combat unfolds like a video game, but with real
lives at stake. Veteran Air Force pilot Tom Egan (Ethan Hawke) yearns to get back
into the cockpit of a plane, but now he launches drone strikes from an
air-conditioned box in the Las Vegas desert. When he starts taking orders
directly from the CIA, the stakes are raised and Egan's nerves-and his
relationship with his wife (January Jones)-begin to unravel. Featuring "Ethan
Hawke's best screen role in years", critics are hailing Good Kill as "fascinating"
and "exhilaratingly of the moment." Paramount
Scorpion Season One When Scorpion is on the case, saving the world is a
no-brainer! Elyes Gabel (Game of Thrones) stars as Walter, the eccentric leader of
a team of brilliant misfits - a psychiatrist with a gambling addition, a mechanical
prodigy with anger issues, and a "human calculator" with social anxiety - who
save the world from problems only a genius could solve. Also in the cast are
Robert Patrick as tough-as-nails Security agent Cabo Gallo and Katherine
McPhee as Paige, a former waitress who translates the "normal" world for the
geniuses. Paramount/CBS
Madam Secretary Season One Meet Elizabeth McCord (Tea Leoni): wife, mother,
Ph. D., former CIA analyst... and new, America's newest Secretary of State. She left
the world of covert intelligence behind for ethical reasons to lead an academic
lifestyle with her supportive husband Henry (Tim Daly) and her teenage
children. Now the president needs her, and he knows from experience that
Elizabeth has the knowledge and tenacity to advise on and steer the nation's
foreign policy. Facing international crises - from embassy bombings to treaty
negotiations - Elizabeth's maverick style puts her at odds with the President's
Machiavellian Chief of Staff, Russell Jackson (Zeljko Ivanek).Earning the grudging
respect of State Department insider Nadione Tolliver (Bebe Neuwirth), Elizabeth
adapts to political maneuvering while uncovering dark secrets that threaten to
unravel the administration. This first season includes all 22 dramatic episodes
and great special features. Paramount/CBS
Supernatural Season 10 What do you do when embracing your bad self is the
only option? Dean Winchester lost his battle with power-mad angel scribe
Metatron, only to be resurrected by the power of the First Blade and now
transformed into a demon, cursed with the Mark of Cain. The road to recovering
wayward Dean takes brother Sam down sinister paths himself, with
consequences that will shake the boys to their core. The Winchesters' angelic
comrade-in-arms Castiel must pick up the pieces in the aftermath of Metatron's
campaign to overtake Heaven. With his grace failing and rogue angels still loose,
Cass faces the ticking clock of his own mortality while all-new and ages-old
threats again push our heroes to their human and otherworldly limits. Warner
IRIS Iris pairs legendary 87-year-old documentarian Albert Maysles with Iris
Apfel, the quick-witted, flamboyantly dressed 93-year-old style maven who has
had an outsized presence on the New York fashion scene for decades. More than
a fashion film, the documentary is a story about creativity and how a soaring
free spirit continues to inspire. IRIS portrays a singular woman whose
enthusiasm for fashion, art and people are life's sustenance and reminds us that
dressing, and indeed life, is nothing but an experiment. Despite the abundance
of glamour in her current life, she continues to embrace the values and work
ethic established during a middle-class Queens upbringing during the Great
Depression. "I feel lucky to be working. If you're lucky enough to do something
you love, everything else follows." Magnolia
Walker Texas Ranger: 4 Movie Collection: AAction icon Chuck Norris returns as
titular hero Cordell Walker in Walker, Texas Ranger: 4 Movie Collection arriving on
DVD, exclusively at Walmart this September. The action-packed collection
features four of Walker’s most memorable adventures: Warzone, Flashback,
Standoff and Whitewater. Fans can ride alongside Walker in the 4 Movie
Collection as he avenges his partner’s death at the hands of merciless bank
robbers in Warzone. In the two-part episode Flashback, Walker fights the side
effects of a rattlesnake bite and pursues a group of killers seeking the lost
treasures of Hayes Cooper, a legendary Wild West Texas Ranger. The
pulse-pounding excitement continues as Walker helps a Mexican security team
protect a political candidate from a dangerous assassin in Standoff, and later
battles deadly rapids and an even deadlier escaped convict in Whitewater.
Paramount/CBS

